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typos﴿ from the publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1869 Excerpt: ...with its object called by some authors? In what sense is adjunct used
in this work? Give an example of a preposition introducing a phrase and not connecting. What is said of to before an infinitive verb? When
do prepositions become adverbs? Give examples. CONJUNCTIONS. Classification. With respect to the ele‐f Coordinate, ments they connect.
Subordinate. Conjunctions, j, Copulative, With respect to sense. Disjunctive, ﴾Correlative. Questions.‐‐What is a conjunction? What does the
word conjunction mean?, Give examples of conjunctions connecting words. Of conjunctions connecting phrases. Of conjunctions
connecting clauses. What do conjunctions show? How are conjunctions classified with respect to the elements they connect? Define a
coordinate conjunction. A subordinate conjunction. Bepeat the list of coordinates. The list of subordinates. What conjunctions are used to
connect words and phrases? What to connect clauses of similar rank? Of dissimilar rank? How are conjunctions classified with respect to
sense? Define a copulative conjunction. A disjunctive conjunction. Give examples of copulatives. Give examples of disjunctives. What is a
correlative? Interjections Of INTERJECTIONS. Classification. Approval, Attention, Aversion, Calling, Driving away, Exultation, Laughter,
Sorrow, Silence, Salutation, Stopping, Taking leave, Wonder, Inquiry. Questions.‐‐What is an interjection? What is said of their relation to
other words? How many kinds of interjections, and what are they called? When may another part of speech become an interjection? When
may an expression not forming a sentence be used as an interjection? What distinction should be made between the use of 0 and Oht
EXPLETIVES. Classification. For euphony. For emphasis. Questions.‐‐What is an expletive? Give...
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